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Joke leads to RAs suspensions
by Ellen Zimmerli
staff reporter

Three former resident advisers were
suspended from the University effective Monday after a hearing before the
Student Arbitration Board Sunday.
Kristen Reifert, Cara Hennessey and
Dawn Karolick were dismissed from
their jobs as RAs by Residence Life
following their April Fool's Day joke.
On April 1, the former RAs announced over McDonald East's public

address system that a tornado had
been sighted. Minutes after that announcement, they announced that it
had been an April Fool's Day joke.
After losing their jobs, the RAs faced
three charges: disrupting a University
activity and inducing panic, false reporting of an emergency, and participating as an accomplice.
When they were given the chance to
respond to the charges, they had the
option of pleading guilty to the charges
or requesting a hearing with the Office

of Standards and Procedures.
THEY REQUESTED and scheduled
the hearing, but later decided to hire
their own attorney, Robert Maurer,
and requested a hearing before the
Student Arbitration Board (SAB).
That hearing took place Sunday in an
all-day session, according to Cliff Boutelle, director of public relations. He
said the hearing started around 1 p.m.
and lasted almost until midnight.
The decision to suspend the RAs was
announced yesterday by Derek Dickin-

son, director of Standards and Procedures.
The SAB, which is comprised of five
University students and a faculty adviser, found one of the RAs guilty of
false reporting of an emergency and
found the other two guilty of being
accomplices in the incident.
It recommended the RAs' suspension
to Dickinson, who upheld the recommendation.
The RAs have five days to appeal
this decision to the University Appeals

Board. If their appeal is denied, the
only recourse they have is to appeal the
decision to University President Paul
Olscamp.
The students are allowed to remain
living on campus and continue with
classes until the appeal process is final.
However, if the suspension is upheld,
the RAs will not receive any credit for
classes this semester. This would prevent Hennessey from graduating in
May.
They would be eligible for re-admittance to the University in the fall.

Peace banners
display views
by Danielle Fischer
staff reporter

Hand-made banners will be
wrapped around the Administration Building in a "PeaceFull Illustration" tonight at 8
p.m. by University students,
faculty, staff and local citizens
in order to illustrate the "community's desire for peace."
The demonstration is part of a
larger grass-roots movement
across the country called
"Frieze the Pentagon," said
Carol Aldridge, art resource librarian and local resource person for the ribbon project.
"Frieze" is an architectural
term for a decorative, horizontal
band that wraps around a building.
The original purpose of the
peace ribbon was to wrap it
around the Pentagon in order to
illustrate a desire for peace,"
Aldridge said. "It was all
started by Justine Merritt in
Colorado three years ago when
she was thinking about the need
for peace in the world."
Merritt suggested making
banners or "segments of images
and pictures of what we love
about this world, and the idea
spread throughout the United
States in a type of grass-roots
organization, Aldridge said.
PARTICIPANTS in the
movement plan to wrap the Pen-

tagon on August 4 because the
date is close to the 40th anniversary of the atomic bombing of
Hiroshima. The bombing occurred on Aug. 6,1945. The group
also plans to carry the banner
segments past the U.S. Capitol
Building, the White House and
the Washington Monument.
Aldridge said the wrapping of
the Pentagon has been approved
by government officials and 2,640 banners will be tied to the
fence surrounding the building.
Each banner is 18 inches wide
and 36 inches long with'nine-inch
ribbons in each corner so they
can be tied to the fence.
Local citizens and University
faculty, staff and students have
completed 37 banners and more
are being made, Aldridge said.
"If we would only have had 26,
that would have been one percent of the original plan to tie the
banners around the Pentagon,"
Aldridge said. "Metaphysically,
that was very important to me io
know we (the citizens of Bowling
Green) do, by jinks, make a
difference."
Aldridge said the group is
asking anyone interested in the
"Peace-Full Illustration" to
gather at the Administration
Building between 7:30 and 7:45
p.m.
THE GROUP chose the building because "it's a central element of a university setting,"
Aldridge said.
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Banner wrap
Sandy Wicks, sophomore elementary education major, works on

"The 'illustration' will not be
like the usual anti-war rally,"
she said. "There's no signing
and speeches. It's all very quiet.
"It's to illustrate the fife and
light of peace instead of the
horrors or nuclear war."

The building will be wrapped by
people holding banners and candles. At a certain time, the candles will be blown out. Then, the
people will lay down for a minute until a single candle is re-lit
by a candle from a participant

banner that will be part of the 2,640 banners to be wrapped around the
Pentagon.

watching the demonstration. In
turn, the people will stand as
their candles are re-lit, rebuilding the circle, Aldridge said.
''It's symbolic of potential
death by nuclear war and the
problems we had getting infor-

mation out - the snuffing of
information," she said.
Aldridge said officials in the
University's Office of Public Relations originally would not publicize the event because it was
• See Peace, page 5.

Missile site construction continues
WASHINGTON (AP) - Despite Mikhail Gorbachev's announcement of a
unilateral freeze, the Soviet Union has
continued construction of seven European sites for SS-20 nuclear missiles,
U.S. arms control director Kenneth
Adelman said Monday.
"It fits with previous Soviet moratoriums wherein they say they stop but
meanwhile the threat posed increases

and increases," Adelman told The Associated Press.
"If there is a moratorium they sure
haven't started any new SS-20 sites, but
they have continued aggressively on
the ones that already were under construction," said another U.S. official
who demanded anonymity.
Adelman said the United States
would maintain its schedule of deploying new Pershing 2 and cruise missiles

in Western Europe, aimed at Soviet
territory. About 100 have been installed
in West Germany, Britain and Italy.
Gorbachev announced on April 7 that
the Soviets would halt SS-20 installations until November. He asked the
United States to join in a number of
arms control measures.
THE EASTER PROPOSAL was
promptly rejected by U.S. officials as a

propaganda ploy. The State Department said some 70 SS-20s were deployed after a similar moratorium was
announced by the late Soviet President
Leonid Brezhnev three years ago.
At the same time, the Pentagon and
State Department disclosed the Soviets
were testing a modified and improved
version of the mobile missile, which is
the backbone of their European arsenal. Analysts suggested Gorbachev

may have offered to suspend SS-20
deployments because the triple-warhead, mobile missile was becoming
obsolete.

According to United States estimates, the Soviets have 414 deployed
SS-20s, about 100 of them targeted on
Asia. The NATO countries are installing new U.S. Pershing 2 and cruise
missiles as a counter-measure.

Sun means fun
Books take backseat to tans
by Benjamin Marrlson
news editor

BG News/Joe Phctan

Sunshine
Getting some homework done while still enjoying the weather, Kristen

Anderson, sophomore fashion merchandising major, sketches pictures
of a lunch bag for art class as she sits on the Jerome Library patio.

Phenomenal. Phenomenal
describes the recent weather,
and the number of students
laying outside instead of
studying and attending
classes. Spare time became
sun time.
Students lay in front of the
Administration Building ...
on "Mac Beach," the area
between the halls of McDonald
Quadrangle ... beside Peregrine Pond, located between
Harshman and Kreischer
quadrangles ... in front of
Kohl Hall ... they were almost anywhere that the sunshine prevailed.
One might have thought he
or she was in Daytona Beach,
Fla., but it actually was Bowling Green, Ohio -whether Ripley believes it or not.
Temperatures peaked yesterday at 85 degrees, tying the
record set in 1960. The area
witnessed four record days in
a row, according to a Toledo
meteorologist.
Less than two weeks ago, it
snowed in many parts of Ohio.
A WESTERN front is responsible for the unusual Julylike temperatures. There is a
100 percent chance of rain
today; some students will be
pleased.
i

Karen Halas, sophomore elementary education major,
said, "I hope it rains, so I can
Set some work done. I've been
lowin' off everything - it's too
nice out."
Cathy Raimer, sophomore
psychology major, said she
has also Deen Dusy sunning
herself for the past seven
days.
"I haven't really missed
any classes, because mine are
all in the morning," Raimer
said, as she was laying in front
of the administration building.
"But it really depends on what
is going on in class."
"I've missed a couple of
classes," said Julie Schroeder, freshman fashion
merchandising major. "I have
a test later today, but I had to
come and lay out... I studied
last night."
Some of the professors have
noticed a decline in attendance, but this was not a consensus.
"I'm amazed. Attendance
has been holding exceptionally well," Richard Buchanan,
marketing professor, said.
"BUT A LOT of what I am
lecturing on is going to be on
the final exam, and exams do
encourage them (students) to
attend,
he said, then
laughed.
• See Sun, page 4.
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Editorial
Blunder hurts
Reagan's recent blunder may cause the United
States to suffer a backlash in U.S.-German
relations.
What could have finally been put in the past - the
agonies of what happened during World War II - is
now back in the forefront of the news.
In planning to visit a war cemetery in Bitburg where German soldiers and members of the elite
Nazi guard, the SS, are buried -Reagan opened up
old wounds and started an uproar among two
groups of people.
Jewish groups and war veterans in the U.S.
expressed outrage.
In West Germany, the political uproar has embarrassed the government which proposed the visit
in the first place.
Reagan officials blame the mix-up on a misunderstanding of the invitation.
Some critics say that Chancellor Helmut Kohl
was shortsighted in encouraging Reagan only to
visit the cemetery.
The fact remains that a political mistake was
made on the part of both governments; a mistake
that hurt both governmental relations and races
involved.
Instead of trying to cover up his blunder with a
trip to a concentration camp, scheduled after the
news had already hit, Reagan needed only to
commemorate the day with a speech.
For both Kohl and Reagan the public relations
tactic has become a no-win situation.
Whatever they do at this point is going to offend
large numbers of citizens and burden U.S. - German relations.
What was intended to be a positive step toward
diminishing guilt and shame has become a reminder of our ugly history.

Notes from the doctor

Last prescription
by Doc Doherty
A final, year-end prescription
from the doctor ...
As we head into the home
stretch toward finals week, I
recall an incident before my
high school class took the SAT.
Two friends were discussing
their worries, and one concluded
to the other, "I'd really like to
help you out, but you don't
drink.T'
Bumper snicker of the week:
"The reason the Irish are fighting each other is that they have
no other worthy opponents."
My dear friend the nurse recently completed a cultural anthropolgy paper dealing with
euthanasia, while she was working on it, she actually had one
person suggest, "Why don't you
be more current and write about
youth in Africa?"
A certain Psychology 201 professor was commenting on the
number of professional tanners
enjoying the spring sun, and
recalled, "Last year we didn't
have the weather for it. There
was one day in the spring when
it got up to 60 degrees, and
everyone ran outside to get tan
goosebumps."
On the subject of spring, some
friends have provided me with
some wonderful baseball stories. A sample:
• Many years ago the Cleveland Indians had a rookie shortstop named Vic Wertz. In an
early game he made a clean
play of a blistering line drive,
prompting a sportswriter to
crack, "Now there's a ball that
went from'baf to'Wertz'!"
• Did you hear that those
same Cleveland Indians are considering adopting an official
team cheer? It begins, "Hail
Mary ..." (In other words, the
definition of an "ultimate optimist" is a sports fan who moves
to Cleveland).

• Finally, a sudden inspiration: Willie Hernandez, Detroit
relief pitcher, is the returning
American League Cy Young
Award winner. Does this make
Willie a "Cy of Relief?"
As the weather heats up, tensions do rise a bit, as shown by
the following conversation I recently overheard:
• "Boy, it looks like your roomie really knocked you
around!"
• "No way! I won that fight! I
hit him in the fist with my eye!"
• "Well, you deserve it. You
did call him a stupid jerk ."
• "I did not! Somebody else
called him that and I just
agreed."
Sudden thought: What ever
happened to the "Greekbusters?"
Words of wisdom from my
reliably funny mass communications instructor: "There is a
language that only computer
science people are allowed to
understand. It's called gobbledygook."
I think I best not reveal who
shared this with me, for obvious
reasons, but think about this
statement: "My mother doesn't
believe there are facts of life...
only suppositions."
Before I sign off for the year, I
have to thank a couple of people
who regularly contributed to my
column: my friend the arguably
extra-terrestfial night guard
(who still prefers anonymity),
my roommate Wolvie, Butch,
my very understanding teachers
and Charlie Xavier. Thanks, and
see you in this space next year!
Running out of time ... running out of space... running out
of ideas... and looking forward
to summer!
So, until next year, try to take
life easy, don't get sunburned
and be sure to live your days one
week at a time. Excelsior!
Mike "Doc" Doherty is a
freshman English major from
Bowling Green.
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An invasion of autos

Japanese winning trade war
by Art Buchwald
The last Japanese soldier
from World War II was holed up
in a cave on Okinawa. A team of
Americans and Japanese with
loudspeakers were trying to persuade him to come out.
"Corporal Nakajinko, it's all
right to surrender. The war is
over."
"How do I know if you are
lying to me?" said a plaintive
voice from the cave.
"I can assure you, Nakajinko," a Japanese official
yelled over the speaker. "All
hostilities have ceased."
There was about three minutes of silence and then the voice
said, "Who won?"
Theofficialyelled back, "The
Americans. The Japanese laid
down their arms 40 years ago."
"This could be a trick. Prove
to me that the United States
won."
"The Americans now have a
trade deficit with Japan of $37
billion," the officer shouted.
"How can the Americans have
a $37 billion trade deficit if Japan lost?"

Nakajinko yelled, "I'm not coming out if I have to buy American
goods. I still remember Pearl
Harbor."
"As a Japanese veteran you
will be exempt from buying
American goods. We want you to
come out of the cave so we can
declare World War II officially
over."
"American goods aren't made
as well as Japanese products."
he yelled. "Every time I stole
something from the U.S. Army
Quartermaster depot, I had to
take it back."
"Nakajinko. this is no time to
discuss the merits of U.S. and

Japanese manufactured goods.
We have a trade mission in
Washington trying to iron out
things right now."
"Does that mean there is
going to be another war?"
"Of course there isn't going to
be another war. Countries don't
go to war over trade differences."
"That's what the Japanese
cabinet said on Dec. 6, 1941,"
Nakajinko cried.
The American liaison officer
shouted through his bullhorn,
"Look, if you don't come out in
the next 30 minutes we're going
to have to shoot you."

"Why? Because my country
won't order any telecommunications equipment from you?"
"It has nothing to do with
telecommunications equipment," the American yelled. 'It
has to do with your people's
refusal to buy Alka Seltzer.'
"I think I'll stay here until the
Americans and Japanese < resolve their differences."
"Why, Nakajinko? Why?"
"Because if they don't, I'll just
have to find myself another
cave."
Art Buchwald is a columnist for
the Los Angeles Times Syndicate.

in the BG News a few days ago.
The cartoon I am referring to is
the picture of missiles standing
beside each other, with smiles
on their faces, singing "We are
the World, We are the World."
I found it very upsetting that
you tried to tie the arms race to
something as charitable and loving as the USA for AFRICA
project.
The musicians all came together to raise money for the
people of Africa, without thinking about Africa's politics or
trying to solve their other internal, complex problems.
Why do you have to put a dim
light over the image those musicians deserve (that they are
doing something very humane)
by mixing it with such a complex issue (the arms race)?
I really object!

Women for Women.
the
Well, this group gets what it
deserves. During the past four
years, I have had the opportunity to read the racist and sexist
views put forth by the Women
for Women group. They have in
the past called all white males
racist and sexist, a statement
that in itself is racist and sexist.
They have also said that women
have a right to be powerful; no
person has a right to have
power, man or woman. Power is
something society bestows on a
person without regard to gen-

"Because the Japanese rethought their strategy in 1945
and It made more sense to invade the United States with automobiles than with soldiers.
The Americans are buying everything Japan produces, but
the Japanese are not buying
much of what the United States
makes. It's all here in Fortune
magazine if you want to read
about it."
"Leave it at the mouth of the
cave." the voice said.
A half hour later the rescue
team was getting impatient.
"Nakajinko, are you now persuaded that Japan lost the
war?"
"I am puzzled," the voice
from the cave said. "If we lost,
how can we export 25 percent
more cars to the United States
than we did last year?"
"Because we had a voluntary
quota, and once it was lifted, we
decided this was the best time to
flood the U.S. market."
The voice from the cave said,
"Didn't Premier Nakasone realize this would anger the Americans?"
"He's trying to make up for it
now, by asking all the Japanese
to buy American goods."

Letters
Please give back
minister's gear
This weekend, we met a very
interesting man. The man is
the Rev.^'HAWK" McGinnis,
and he is halfway finished with a
walk through all 50 states. He
left Dallas, Texas, in August of
1963 and has walked through 25
states. Bowling Green has been
a memorable town for
"HAWK." Not only because it's
his halfway point, but also because it's the first place on his
journey that he's had any
trouble. This weekend someone
broke into the Methodist church
where "HAWK" was staying.
They stole most of his gear and
threw 20 months worth of
journals into a ditch behind the
church. "HAWK" is taking the
incident better than anyone. He
considers himself lucky that be
hasn't had any trouble before
this. The ironic part of the whole
thing is that we asked "HAWK"
if he was going to include
Bowling Green in his book. Well,
thanks to the thieves who took
his gear, we may have an entire
chapter devoted to the town
where he had the most trouble.
This letter is an appeal to the
people responsible tor the theft,
why don't you return the things
that you stole? Just return it to
the Methodist church that it was
taken from, or if you'd rather
not go back there, drop it off at
1030 E. Wooster. Well be sure
that he gets it. Thank You.
Michael R. Sneller
M3I E. Wooster

Public Safety
isn't doing its job
Due to the recent rapes occuring here on campus this
spring I'm concerned for my
own personal safety, as well as
many others. My concern led me
to use the campus escort service
for the first time.

Luckily, I phoned the service
before leaving my resident hall.
It was then I learned that the
escort service was only available Sunday thru Thursday,
dusk till midnight.
Needing to use the Jerome
Library, I phoned the resident
adviser on duty, hoping for an
answer. She directed me to
phone public safety. Unfortunately, the dispatcher who answered my cafl was not very
helpful, either. She was only
able to direct me through the
Human Services parking lot and
along Ridge Street. Assuring me
that this route would be "welllighted."
I found this to be very contradictive to the recent crime alert
bulletin which is posted in many
campus buildings. It states that
"the best defenses against rape
are to avoid walking alone to use
the escort service or the buddy
system." The buddy system is a
good idea but is not always
available. As is the escort system.
My criticism is not directed
toward the escort service but
instead toward public safety.
After all, the escort service Is a
group of individuals who volunteer their services. I feel public
safety is falling short of their
duties.
Maybe, if they could direct
more attention to setting up an
alternative service here on campus for the weekends they
wouldn't have to spend so much
time investigating this violent
and frightening crime that continues to take place on campus.
Susan Leonard
427 Mac West

Missile cartoon
objectionable
I am sure I'm not alone when I
say that I deeply object to the
editorial cartoon that appeared

Angle Souza
447 Bromf leld

At last, my final point. The
vision of a better world that Ms.
Thorpe writes of is seen not only
by women but by men also.
When we as a society put our
discrimination behind us, we
will be able to use those energies
toward the betterment of our
society.
James Stahi
OCMBSH3

Discrimination
men's problem, too
Sexism is a form of discrimination, plain and simple. But
this simple definition should not
imply the problem is simple.
Ms. Thorpe builds sexism into
an overriding problem that confronts the equality between me
and women. I believe that this
all-inclusive view of sexism has
become a hindrance to the efforts to achieve equality in our
nation and beyond. By this, I
mean that each problem involved in the issue (i.e. sexism,
harassment, oppression) should
be isolated and solved. When
problems are grouped together,
they become overwhelming and
harder to discern.
Now, on to the part of my
letter that will cause some to
call me a few choice names. Ms.
Thorpe writes that fighting sexism on campus is hard in light of
the negative attitudes toward

Respond
The BG News editorial
page is your campus forum.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, double-spaced and signed. Your
address and phone number
must be included.
The News reserves the
right to reject submissions
that are in bad taste, malicious or Ubelous.
All submissions are subject
to condensation, and opinions
printed do not necessarily
reflect those of the staff.
Please address submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
lBUmivenityHall

Local
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Spring auction planned
Students given opportunity to save
by Nancy Boctwick
staff reporter

One might think there was
tome mistake made on the
prices, but it is true - students
can by couches for as little as
$8.
The University is offering a
way for students to plan ahead
and save a few dollars in the
process, as the annual spring
auction of University surplus
is being held today at the ftke
Street Warehouse.
University students looking
for an inexpensive way to
furnish apartments or residence halls in the near future
can purchase used University
furniture at low prices,
according to a source who
requested not to be identified.
The items available for sale

include television sets,
conches, tables, chairs and
typewriters, the source said.
Couches sell for about $5
and tables and chairs sell for
$2 and up, he said. Electric
and manual typewriters will
be for sale for about flS, the
source said.
As residence halls or offices
are refurnished, old furniture
is taken to the University
Warehouse. These items that
have accumulated throughout
the year are then auctioned off
at lower-than-normal prices,
the source said.
"THEY (THE University)
usually try to get whatever
they can from the bid," the
source said.
Some of the items for sale
may be damaged, stained or
in need of minor repairs, but

most of the items that are for
sale are not in very bad condition, the source said.
"If it's too badly broken, we
Just go ahead and pitch it/the
source said.
Those wishing to bid on furniture may view the items to
be sold at 9 a.m.: the auction
will begin at 10 a.m.
In order to bid on the items,
a bid card must be purchased
for $1. Each card bolder will
be .assigned a number. As
items are purchased, they will
be marked with the buyer's
number.
When the bidding is finished, the amounts due for
each buyer will be totaled.
Those bidding will be expected
to pay today, but will have
until tomorrow to pick up their
purchases.

Trivial Pursuit contest offered
by Zora Johnson
staff reporter

If a fast-paced game of Trivial Pursuit is your
idea of a good time, the Easter Seal Society of
Northwestern Ohio is offering you a challenge.
Easter Seals will sponsor its second annual
Trivial Pursuit challenge on Friday, Marilyn
Levine, development associate of Easter Seals of
Northwest Ohio, said.
"The challenge is sponsored by Selchow and
Righter Co., who are the manufacturers of the
game," she said. "The challenge takes place in
about 80 cities with 40,000 to 50,000 people participating each year."
Last year, Toledo had about 200 people who
played the game, she said.
Any individual or team of up to four people
may play the game. It will be played like a
regular Trivial Pursuit game, except on a larger
scale.
"We will have huge boards set up on tables and
players will be asked auestions from all four
editions of the Trivial Pursuit game," Levine
said.
The challenge will be held at Steamship in the
Round, Fountain Square Plaza at One Seagate.
Registration begins at 5:30 p.m., and the contest
begins at 6:30 p.m. The registration fee is $25 per
person.

"WE ENCOURAGE people to call and register
in advance." Levine said. "The first 200 people to
register will receive an Entertainment 85 book,
which is a $25 value in itself." But she added that
pre-registration is not necessary to participate in
Friday's game.
Any money which is raised through the Toledo
Trivial Pursuit Challenge will be used for Easter
Seals projects in the Northwest Ohio area, Levine said. "Bowline Green is part of the area
served by Easter Seals, so it will also benefit
from the funds that are raised."
Members of the winning team will receive a
gold-plated Trivial Pursuit playing piece and an
AM-stereo radio, Levine said. Other teams will
be eligible to play in consolation rounds for
prizes.
"It will be an eventful evening," Levine said.
John Weinert, men's basketball coach at the
University, will be a celebrity judge. In addition
to the regular contest, winning teams from last
year's Trivial Challenge wul also compete
against each other.
"It's not an ominous competition with people
getting hysterical about winning," Levine said.
'Everyone just has a lot of fun.
For more information concerning the challenge, contact the Easter Seal Society by phoning (419) 885-2887.

WOOD COUNTY

The KEY...
To Winning
Older your 1985 Yearbook
and you atrtwnatically qualify
to win:
Grand Prize: is-cotorw
1" Prize: $125 Gift Certificate
Purcefs Bike Shop, 131 W.Wooster
2nd PriZe: $100 Gift Certificate
finder's Records, 128 N. Main

Two 3ri Prizes:
$25 Gift Certificate

Tradewinds, 104 S. Main

ORDER NOW at the

KEY Office
28 West Hall
11:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. M-F

372-0086

•OR-

BG News Office
106 University Hall
8 a.m.-5 p.m. M-F
■real
372-2601

■OR-

Mail the Coupon
below to 28 Watt Hall
and be entered
automatically

- ORDER NOW - PAY LATER
Name
Soc. Sec. No.

The 1985 KEY
Send to The KEY office, 28 West Hall and be
automatically entered in the Raffle.
Or stop by at The KEY or The BO News office,
106 U-Hall, to register.

D

lU TAKE A YEARBOOK
Charge »» cost ($17.95)
to my account
Do not pay for your book
uni you are bled by tie
Bursar.
I WONT BE HERE
n September, 1965. Mai
my book to tie address on
the back of this card and
Urns $3.60.

. HIKE-BIKE
April 27,1985
(Rain Dot*: May 4)
Registration begins 8:00 a.m.
Time: 9:00 a.m.—3:00 p.m.
at Wood Lane School
11160 E. Gypsy Lane, Bowling Green
352-5115
For pledge forms, call
Wood Lane School.

LOW ON COUPONS?

Extra Coupons Can be
Purchased from the
Bursars Office.
Available to Meal Plan
Holders Only ^tio
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Sun.
(Continued from page 1)
"It doesn't make any sense,
but they're in class."
Kyoo Hong Kim has witnessed a decline in attendance. Kim, associate
professor of economics, said,
I have classes on Friday
afternoon and there were onethird of the students missing.
"I anticipate this when trie
weather is like this - the
weather is definitely a factor
in keeping the students away
from the classroom ... but I
don't blame them."
Tony Vetter anticipated
beautiful weather yesterday.
Vetter, sophomore public relations major, brought a blanket
and books to campus today even though he didn't have
any classes.
"I brought the blanket so I
could lay out with a girl friend
of mine," Vetter said. "I lay
out every chance I get -sometimes I blow off classes just so
I can lay out." He shrugged
his shoulders, laid back onnis
blanket, and sighed.

Dateline.
Wednesday, April 24
Peer Nutrition Consulting Service - Open today from 11:30 am
to 1 p.m. in the Student Wellness
Center. Stop by Room 220 of the
Health Center or call 2-0302 for
an appointment or for more information.
Aluminum Can Collection -Every Wednesday in the Student
Services Forum from 10:30
a.m.-3:30 p.m. Bring in your
cans and get 15e/lb. for them
immediately. Recycling project
sponsored by The Environmental Interest Group.
NTSA Happy Hoars - From 4-6
p.m. at Sam B's.
Band Concert - Bassoonist
Roger Kantner, co-winner of the
18th annual University Competitions in Music Performance, will
perform with the Symphonic
Band. Free and open to all.
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center.
Piano Master Class -Temple
University Professor M. Filar
will conduct the class from 9:30
a.m.-noon. Free and open to all.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.

Beer bought, brewed for flavor
Beer brewing
an art form

Students
want value

by Biad Phalin
reporter

by Bead Phalin
reporter

Ahhh beer . . . that golden, creamy, flavorful beverage that quenches even the
most parched palate . . . created by man to
answer his curiosity.
Man could not live by water alone, hence
experimentation started, resulting in the
flavorful liquid.
One may wonder where this substance
comes from.
For more than 500 decades, the process
has involved four main ingredients: barley,
is, yeast, and water.
ateve Utterback, part-owner of the
Homemade Beer and Wine Supply shop
near Toledo, contributed the following basic formula for brewing beer:

In the immediate area of campus, students can choose from
more than 90 different domestic
and imported beers.
People from the east, west and
south sides are all within walking distance of three stores in
the area: SamB's, JT's, and
Racketeer's, respectively.
Except for a few variations,
they all have the same line up of
beer.
Diana Kerr, manager of Racketeer's Package Shop, 434 "E.
Wooster St., attributes 80 percent of their beer sales to the
University.

; which induces it to sprout.
ling sprouts are then dried and ground up resulting in a malt.
• Water is added to the malt and the mixture is boiled into a wort.
• Next, hops are added to the wort to give
the beer its flavor and it's boiled once
more.
• The final ingredient is the yeast, which,
when introduced, converts the sugars into
alcohol and provides carbonation. This
stage is known as fermentation.
BY FOLLOWING this basic formula, a

Kerr said that "we try to be as
personable and friendly as possible to our customers to retain
their loyalty." She added if
smiles don't keep customers
coming back, "post-offs" will.
Kerr said a post-off is a reduction in our wholesale price,
usually from 60 cents to $1 off
per case.
In a consensus of the local
stores, Old Milwaukee and
Miller Lite are the beers most
frequently purchased.

Payton Miller, editor of All About Beer,
estimates there are more than 4,000 beers
available worldwide - over 1,500 in the
United States. Generally, water and barley
types remain the same; the different types
of beers result from the different hops and
yeasts.
Utterback said that a multitude of hops
and yeasts are available for the eclectic
brewing of beer and that no two beers are
the same.
Today, in a growing number of circles,

CANS SEEM to be the preferred container, according to
Keith Janosik, manager of
SamB's Wine Shop, 107 State St.
"Because of then- price, cans
have the edge," he said.
Besides offering carry-out
service, bars also are popular
with students, Janosik saia
Mark Pane, owner of Mark's
Pizza Pub, 532 E. Wooster St.,
said college students are "trend
drinkers" - those people that

,
\between
(xdMX
&fih>nwy,X,\
the hops and barley requires years
of experience and diligent patience.
Beer conoisseurs are trying to inform
people and make people more aware of the
complexities of beer and the differences
between beers, Utterback said. Consequently, beer drinkers are replacing their
six-packs of "cost cutter" beer with a
couple of Christian Moerleins or Steinlagers, he said.
The college crowd often attempts to
obtain the most beer for the least money.
However, when it comes to taste, these
beers are sufficiently lacking, according to
Mark Hohler, junior procurement major.
"They possess that college beer taste,
very basic but good for the low income
student," Hohler said.
Quality beers at a nominal price, according to All About Beer, include Signature,
Christian Moerlein, Erlanger, Michelob,
Special Export, and Augsburger.

bar is drinking.
They may be trend drinkers,
but they are also "image conscious,'' he said.
An "image drinker" is one
who bypasses the $1 a bottle Old
Milwaukee for a Budweiser or
Stroh's at a cost of $1.25, Pape
said.
Howard's Club H, 210 N. Main
St., also has a large assortment
of "twelve-ouncers," but their
selection of draft beer is what
attracts attention, according to
Art Tatum, bartender.
Tatum said draft beer is pretty popular because people
"tend to think they are getting a
better value."

Dateline, a daily service of the
News, lists dates and times of
campus events. Submissions by
all organizations are welcome
and must be turned in typed and
double-spaced one week prior to
the event.
Illustration/Phil Masturzo

Special Offer

Carousel
f' Beauty Shop g
$5
HAIRCUTS
30% off PERMS
Ask for Peggy

v\
nA
B^>

Braiding Styles Available
Mon

140 E. Woostw. 3524800

IBBw^
'Sal' 8-5.30. Ihurs Ml 8pm
3REDKEN
coupon
NEXUS
Good thru 5/10/85

GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. Wooster
352-0717

>—

FRAZEE AVE. APARTMENTS

818 Thurstin, 624,670,656 Frazce Ave.

Sunday & Monday, April 28 & 29
7:00 & 9:30
FREE w/BGSU I.D.
Free t-shirts, movie posters and one portable
cassette player given away at each show!

*
*
*
*
*

2 bedroom
2 baths
Furnished
Laundry facilities available
$450 per month + electric
I
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Peace
(Continued from
"too political," but have since
said they have changed their
position.
'"IVy said they'd do an article when they had time, but they
haven't yet/' Aldridge said.
"IN LIGHT of other information that has been published by
that office, those of us involved
with this project considered that
stance to be very unfair," Aldridge said.
"We felt like it was discrimination censorship, and because
one function of art education,
according to the state guidelines
for curriculum, involves art education as an expression of belief
and social attitudes, we felt it
was most important that infor-

page 1)
mation about the project be
made public."
The banners from Bowling
Green will be taken to Columbus
on May 26 and combined with
banners made throughout the
state. All of the banners will
then be sent to Washington, D.C.
to be used in the August demonstrations.
After the Washington demonstration, a "certain number of
banners from each state will be
stored in a peace museum in
Chicago and the others will be
sent back to the individual states
for display in museums and the
state capitols," Aldridge said.
Because more than 18,000 banners have been sewn across the

United States for the event, the
organization may send some of
them to other countries.
Many of the banners produced
locally were sewn by children up
to age 14 in the Saturday Art
Program, a Continuing Education program for local children.
Ninety children participated in
the voluntary banner project
"WE ASKED the kids to draw
what they loved - what's most
important to them, not what
they'd miss," Cindy Ozender,
sophomore art and art education
major and Saturday Art Program instructor, said. "It was
Interesting to see what was important to them."
The children drew kites,

snowmen, parents, trees and
their own handprints, she said.
Aldridge is 'In the process of
finishingr' her banner. It has a
purple background and metallic
stars and is embroidered with
the words, "The stars are not as
high, nor time as certain, nor
space as deep as our dreams for
a peace-full planet."
A fortune from a Chinese cookie that says, "You love peace"
has been sewn into the hem.
Maurice Sevigny, director of the
School of Art, received the fortune after a Chinese dinner and
asked Aldridge to include it in
her banner.
Sandy Wicks, sophomore education major and non-traditional

student, said she was attracted
to the project because she felt it
was something in which she
could really participate.
"Many of the demonstrations
are remote. You rget the feeling
you can't help' Wicks said
'The walks in Washington are
so distant that it's hard for peo&to do. But you can work on
at school or at home and
really take part in something."
Marilyn DaSilva, associate
professor in the School of Art,
and her husband Jack are working on a banner that depicts a
window shade being lowered
with the words, "Who has the
right to turn out the lieht?"
The building will be wrapped

by Marilyn DaSilva. The idea
came to her when she "was
thinking about it and thought,
'What government leader has
the right, as a human being, to
turn out my light or your light to
make the world black?' I don't
think anyone has that right."
"One person can have an effect. Look at Ghandi and Albert
Einstein," Jack DaSilva said.
"It's patriotic to question -that's
what America is all about.
"There'll be controversy and
difference of opinion, but there
has to be questions. If you're
afraid of questions, you'll never
find any answers - it's that simple.

SAVE $ $ $
H THESE MONEY SAV NG COUPONS!
2CI ^JOUC n

20% OFF ON
OUR REGULAR
$35 PERM
"W.'~

PUFFS440 E. COURT PIZZA"

^aic

luiiv*, out i ot **p*miv\

1084 S. Main (next to South End Mc Donalds)

VACATION
COUNTDOWN
$1.00 off
instant passport photos

kinko's
limit one per customer '

Casey's Combo

I
I ONE LARGE ONE ITEM PIZZA

Single, large french fries
medium drink $1.99

$5.25

I

352-2812 j

Mon-Sat 9-6, Thurs 9-8

WWe ouolitr or>tma*vi'

352-1596

expires 5-12-85

n.

V

■I
■■
I

FREE DELIVERY

r
Linden Tree Restaurant

I
I

WEDNESDAY ONLY
INSIDE ONLY

1450 E. Wooster

In i

»*9a»S*>|

Tune up Special
$14" w/coupon

Cannondale Lycra Shorts
Reg. 2495NOW19M
10% off Cannondale mdse.
w/this coupon
382-8578

(Across from Kohl Hall)

Hair Unlimited
Family Hair Care & Tanning Center
143 E Woostpr
353-3281

2 woolf tanning beds available for use

Precision Haircuts for
$
6.00

of regular pizza and one foldover

1 FREE GARLIC BREAD

with Any Purchase
eat In or carry out
(with coupon)

352-8408
836 S. MAIN

BOWLING GREEN

FREE 75c WASH THURS.!

I

| KIRKS COIN LAUNDRY |
709 S. Main
I Ur. 25 Urn Urn 1 cnstimar wat i* uittir wisHr I

L—-——_--_„_J

r

%
Barney's Convenience Mart

Dinner for 4

7*

2-12" one item pizzas
Plus 2 colas
Dinner for 2

H OSM oftkm FolslcMwrr

Choose between 2 types

.in i i) in

Domino's Pizza Delivers™ Free

BROTHERS, inc.

, Wednesday & Thursday
4 p.m.-10 p.m.

352-3551 I

Good thru May 3
■ bring coupons!

I22A

SPECIAL
All You Can EAT
2.99

I
I
I
I

5 visits for $10 in the Tanning Booth j
8 visit for $25 in the Tanning Bed

I

I
I
I
I
I

PIZZA 1/2 PRICE TILL 9:00
with beverage purchase

no other discounts, coupons, or substitutions
expires 6/1/85

I
I

lUkrjg

THan&t

BUY ONE DINNER BUFFET g
GET 2nd ONE AT 1/2 PRICEJ

Expires: 4/30/85

Cucjc

■-1

Hours:
Sun.-Thur. 4-2
Fri. & Sat. 4-3

2-10" one item pizzas
Plus one cola
FAST-FREE DELIVERY
352-1539

a Dozen Donuts

II

996 S. Main

r
i
i

GREEK LETTERS
or
BGSU TRANSFER (block)
(On any of our merchandise)

JEANS N THINGS
531 Ridge
352-8333

I.
I

$ 50

7

2.99

CALL AHEAD - Good Food Takoi Time!

warzy's

plus a FREE 2 Liter btl.
of PEPSI with this
coupon. A '10.50 value.
Ask tor when ordering.

COUPON

I

I

SPECIAL Any Large 16" One Item Pizza For

ChKogo Style Extra

1068 N. Main B.G. 332-8434

I

COUPON

E*. rtems 'I ea

DELICATESSEN

1

FREE

BAKED CHICKEN
DINNER

AVAILABLE THURS. & FRI. 3-7 P.M.

352-0534 m

WEAR YOUR LETTERS
ON as...

TAKE HOME

• Vi fresh baked chicken
• Vi lb. potato salad or
cole slaw
• 2 rolls • butter • pickle
• 2 of Lou's cookies

Open 24 hrs.

\BGN

352-5166
Open 4 P.M.

EXWtES
1/IS/tS
JOIN *•*»

»

FREE DELIVERY
One coupon P»r

Vot«d Best Pizza in
B.G.
in B.G.

PIJZO

I
J
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Agencies will get
computers soon
be determined by the Finance
Committee of City Council. It
controls the budget for the entire
city.

by Phillip B. WlUon
OaH reporter

The Bowling Green police and
fire departments are in the process of receiving their own personal computers, but it will take
sometime.
The police department is taking bids for a computer, and
anticipates having one by late
May or early June. At this time,
the department will also move
into the new HI million facility,
according to Police Chief Galen
Ash.
"We're looking for the best
bid and it will take some time to
i through and figure the best
-," he said.
-law Bruce Bellard said the
fire department has used most
of its funds on construction of
the new office on Thurstin
Street, but it could plan to purchase the computers next year.
"The only computer capability either (department) has is
through us," Bellard said. "A lot
can happen, but a personal computer for the fire department
will probably not become a reality until the next budget period."
He said the final decisions will

BOTH COMPUTER projects
are being handled by Data Processing Manager Perry Gardai.
Gardai is also the administrator
responsible for the recent computer system switch and other
changes in the city administration building.
Fire Chief Jack Gonyer has
sent a letter to Gardai explaining the needs of his department
for a successful system.
"The new change would primarily be for dispatching, hydrant and water line flow, and
looking at intersecting streets so
well know how much water we
can use at certain hydrants," be
said.
Bellard said Gardai also is
looking at the possibility of minicomputers for the police department, so the individual officers
will have access to from his/her
patrol car.
"It's all, basically, to make
for better service for the people
of Bowling Green," Bellard
said.

and

PROOF
OF
UTAH

BG News/ Joe Phdan

All-nighter
Shelley Reed, freshman elementary education major, types her English
112 term paper while Ann Tookman. freshman fashion merchandising major,holds a flashlight. About four hundred girls camped out to

j Defense shipments [

"The Cat and the Canary

TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) -The Defense Department may begin
shipping military equipment out
of Toledo and other Great Lakes
. this summer for the first
i in 30 years, a congresswomansays.

♦»

The 1927 silent classic with live
background music.

•
;

Friday, April 26
8:00-10:00
Gish Theatre
Free
"

»

»

"

Rep. Marcy Kaptur, D-Toledo,
said yesterday that "hundreds
of thousands of tons" of millt
wares will be shipped
Great Lakes ports.
However, Defense Departmeat spokesmen said they could
not confirm or deny Kaptur's
statement, and the only shipping
service on the Great Lakes thai

S
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•
•
•
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WINTHROP TERRACE |
APARTMENTS
-H.

■ta*
■Mi

-H.

Two Bedroom/Two Bathroom
Apartments starting as low as
$10750 per month or $459/
semester (4 person)
Why pay more when the
best is for less?
• Free cable
• We pay heat, water,
trash removal
• Air conditioning
• Swimming pools
• Garbage disposals
• Wall to wall carpet
• On site management
• Full time maintenance
• Laundry facilites

LOCATIONS AT: Summit St., Palaver Aim. « Napolmon Rd.
OFFICE AT: 400 Napoleon
9-3 Weekdays, Evenings by Appointment, Saturdays 10-3

B

8

*w

is qualified to regularly carry
military equipment has not received any defense cargo orders.
spokesman
Mark
County
for the Toledo-:
Port Authority, said a U.S.
flagged ship from Lake Services
Inc. of Detroit would begin a
Great Lakes shipping schedule
in May and would be able to
carry jeeps, trucks and other
vehicles for the military.
Lake Services made one of its
vessels a flagged ship -one with
an ail-American crew and meeting certain structural standards
- with the idea of carrying military cargo. Michael Pipia, comln Detroit,

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT
Choose your Summer
Apartment NOW!!!
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Apartments, houses, duplexes
Bargain rates
Very close to campus
Summer Leases Available
336 S. MAIN

352-5620

Student Recreation Center
NEEDS
* Life Guards
needs current advanced life saving certificate

* Instructor for
Swim Program

Learn-to

Applications available atthe SRC main office
Call 2-2711 with questions

Food Operations job applications for Fall 1985
will be distributee! to students on:

CHECK US OUT!
YOU CAN'T BEAT US

IT

Be Therel

HELP WANTED

• SPECIAL SUMMER RATES *

x

Springfest 85

: to rAfiiimp on l^lrpc I

present

"

make room requests from the housing office in the Student
Services Building. The long line began forming 16 hours before the
office opened at 7 a.m. on Tuesday.

*e>

Thursday, April 25,1985,1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. only, in
the Forum of the Student Services Building.
Friday, April 26,1985.8:00 a.m. to 12:00 Noon, only in the
Forum of the Student Services Building.
Students will be limited to two (2) applications in order to insure that as
many students as possible have an opportunity to apply for a job with
Food Operations. Students should take the completed application to the
appropriate dining hall or snack bar by Friday, May 3,1985. Applications
will not be accepted after that date.
Food Operations job applications include: Commons, Founders,
Harshman, Kreischer, McDonald, Mid-Am, Amani, Chilys, Zzas, Bake
Shop, Berries, Towers Inn, Garden Terrace Deli and the University
Union.

Elsewhere
Soviets threatened to intercept jet
BG News/April 24,1985
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WASHINGTON (AP) -The
Reagan administration said
Monday that a Soviet air controller in Berlin threatened a
year ago to intercept a corate aircraft unless the United
Jtes provided Soviet authorities with more information
about the plane.

State Department spokesman
I'Mward Dierejian said the
United States protested the
threat to Soviet authorities and

Dynasty9
top-rated
TV series

"the Soviet controller's remark
was officially retracted by Soviet officials."
He said there has been no
recurrence of such remarks or
incidents since the April, 1984,
episode, and that other corporate jets have gone into the
Berlin air corridor without difficulty.
Djerejmn said the incident
over Berlin when a

Soviet air controller suggested
the aircraft could be intercepted
by Soviet fighters unless U.S.
ficials identified the corporation which owned the plane.
Interception could mean that
the plane would be forced down
or shot down.
THE CORPORATE NAME
was provided to the Soviets,
altljough DJerjian did not disclose the name Monday. After

that, "the aircraft proceeded
through the corridor safely and
without harassment," he said.
The incident was reported
Monday by columnists Rowland
Evans and Robert Novak, but
DJerejian said it had been made
known to reporters a year ago.
While Dierejian didn't take
issue with the columnists' assertion that the Soviet controller
threatened to shoot the plane
down, he used the word "Intercept" when he described the

incident and did not define it
further.
Djerejian said the matter
rose during
durui a discussion bearose

tween U.S. and Soviet air controllers over the technical
details of procedures for giving
notice of allied flights.

4

NEW YORK (AP)-In the
cliffhanger battle of the
soaps, ABC's "Dynasty"
edged CBS' "Dallas" by
three tenths of a point to
become the top-rated series
of the 30-week prime-time
season, according to final
figures released today by
the A.C. Nielsen Co.
The "Dynasty" victory,
its first in four seasons on
the air, was more for prestige, power and glory than
advertising dollars since the
1964-85 ratings of the two
series were essentially the
same. "Dynasty" finished
with a 25.0, while "Dallas,"
the winner three of the past
four seasons, had a 24.7.
A rating measures the
percentage of the nation's
84.9 million TV homes
watching, on average, a
given minute of prime time.
9 the Carringtons, with an
average tune-In audience of
21.2 million homes, had a
very slight advantage over
the Ewings, who were seen
in 21 million homes.

ecur

Conrail merger opposed
WASHINGTON (AP) -Ohio
ties in the state of Ohio,"
Attorney General Anthony CeCelebrezze said, adding that
lebrezze said yesterday that he
counties seriously affected inwill urge the state's congressioclude Allen, Coshocton, Crawnal delegation to help build reford, Franklin, Hancock,
sistance to the administration's
Marion, Muskingum, Sandusky,
Cof merging Conrail with theSummit, Williams and Wyandot.
oik Southern railroad.
"It takes away the competition," Celebrezze said of the
And Celebrezze indicated that proposal. "It denies shippers the
if the current proposal continues access that I think they need to
to move forward, he is prepared those rail lines."
to file suit to block the sale of
Conrail on antitrust grounds and
IN AN APRIL II letter to U.S.
encourage other states to join Attorney General Edwin Meese
III, Celebrezze urged him to
the lawsuit.
Celebrezze said merger of the reject any proposed sale that
two railroads would affect 17 doesn't ensure continuing and
Ohio counties, threatening to effective rail competition in
splinter a homogenous rail sys- Ohio and other Midwestern
states.
tem into smaller local lines.
"I think it's extremely detriThe Consolidated Rail Corp.
mental to a number of the coun- was created in 1976 after the

PREFERRED PROPERTIES
NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL
835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9:0
352-9378
° - 4:3°
Monday - Friday
HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDAAONT-8th & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. - AAANVILLE BETWEEN
6th & 7th
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

toroge
874-9309

Features:
2 bedroom-carpeted & furnished
Gas heat - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
1 1/2

We Provide You With...
•A Variety ol SII.I
•Convanlwit Hour*
•Easy ACCCM
• Security

|For Your Personal Needs.
• Household goodi
•Racraitlonal
•Clothing
• Furniture

Celebrezze cites cons

Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only electric
Lots of closet space
bath

Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa.
A new facility which has been built features the following:
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor Heated Pool

• Sun Lamps
• Metos Sauna

* Shower massage
* Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished

JOHN NEWLOVE
Apartments Available for Summer & Fall

bankruptcy of the Perm Central
and six smaller railroads. The
Reagan administration's proposal to sell its 85 percent interest
in Conrail to Norfolk Southern
Corp. is currently being reviewed by Congress, which must
approve the sale.

University Courts-v

Now Leasing
•Close to campus, banks and fast food
•Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water, and trash pick up paid for
Tenant Pays Electric Only
Summer Rates Available
Rental Office located in Amherst Village
Corner of
Behind Wendy's
Mercer & Clough
OFFICE HOURS

Mon-Fri 9-5

Sat 10-12

PHONE

CLOTHING
LIQUIDATION
SALE!
DENIM DEN
132 N. MAIN ST.
One ot the souths leading wholesalers is having a Clothing Liquidation Sale in conjunction with the Denim Den. We ve cleared out
our warehouse and moved the stock fo the Denim Den for this
once-in-a-lifetime SALE!

OVER 50 NAME BRANDS TO CHOOSE FROM!
Including
Spring A Summer Styles

100 s OF

Shirts, Blouses & Tops

WOW

VALUES TO

LADIES DENIM JEANS

Maverick, Nova, Lord Isaacs
Unbelievable Selection of
. Sleeve. Sleeveleti.
Short Sleeve.
Sleeve.

Cotton Sweaters

All Colon and Sues

WOMEN S JEANS .

521 E. Merry (near the Towers)
L
2 BR - Furnished
0
715 Third St.
W
1 BR - Furnished (Summer only).
S
U
840 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
N
2 BR - Furnished
M
R
850 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
£
2 BR - Furnished
y
R
831 Seventh St.
E
2 BR - Furnished
S
Forest Apts. - S. College and Napoleon Rd.
2 BR • Furnished or Unfurnished
449 S. Enterprise
1 BR - Stove and Refrig. furnished
455 S. Enterprise
1 BR - Stove and Refrig. furnished

352-0164

s,„,,,,
s ,9h,LC9

Levi, Lee, Chic, Palmetto "°
Jogging Shorts
FANTASTIC PRICE ON

Sweat Wear

ONLY

Pants &
Shirts

LADIES
Big Selection

Shorts
MENS

Dress & Sport Shirts
Jewelry

AIL STYLES

farrtngt Bracelets Mediates
' Beods Spring Colors

NEW MERCHANDISE DAIL Y!
i

i

John Newlove Real Estate
For More Details. Call

354-2260 or 352-3841 (12-4pm)
or 352-6553

Denim Den

132 North
Main
Bowling
Groen

>

Sports
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Tennis helped Hudkins set her priorities
by Ron Fritz
sports reporter

Stacey Hudkins is a person
who knows where her priorities
stand.
The senior captain of the women's tennis team knows what she
wants to do with her life and has
used tennis to help her put things
in perspective.
Last year, Hudkins was outstanding on the court and in the
classroom. She was chosen as
both the outstanding junior tennis player and art education
major. Hudkins has a 3.5 accumulative grade point average
"Tennis has helped me a lot
off the court," Hudkins said.
"The discipline I've learned
from tennis nas helped me in the
classroom."
The number one singles
player for BG missed the fall
season because she was studentteaching at Perrysburg Junior
High School, but Hudkins be-

lieves that she became a better
player because of it.
't firmly believe that taking a
break in the fall is why I'm doing
so well now," she said. "I came
into the season more physically
and mentally prepared then I've
ever been."
THIS SEASON Hudkins has
accumulated a 3-6 record at first
singles while also teaming up
with sophomore Julie Banks at
first doubles. Last season, Hudkins played second singles and
teamed with Cindy Scneper at
first doubles. The move up to
first singles wasn't a big one,
acoording to Hudkins.
"There isn't much difference
between first and second singes," she said. "I feel I'm menlly prepared to play first
singles and I'm comfortable at
that position."
Following a successful career
at Toledo DeVilbess High
School, where she was a fouryear MVP and winner of the

Meadowview Court
Apartments
Nou Leasing Im 85 Xfi School Yeai
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

Toledo city title as a senior.
Hudkins chose BG over Ball
State and Eastern Michigan.
"BG is perfect for me," Hudkins said. It is far enough away
from home for me and close
enough for my parents to come
and see me play. BG has a great
art education program, also."
As a freshman. Hudkins held
the sixth singles for the Falcons
and moved to fourth singles her
sophomore year.
HER JUNIOR year, Hudkins
posted an 8-5 overall mark while
going 6-2 against Mid-American
Conference competition. She
earned all-MAC honors at number two singles. Hudkins gives
her fiance, BG senior Phil Summersett, credit for her success
lastyear.
"Phil helped me a great deal
last year," she said. "He can tell
me what I'm doing wrong without criticizing me. It is nice to
have him support me."
Hudkins' parents, Roger and
Shirley, were the ones who got
her started playing tennis and
have been her biggest fans since
she took up the game.
"They bought me my first
racquet and encouraged me to
play," she said. "They are true
f
tennis parents'. They don't miss
many matches and they love to
watch me play."

•all utilities included'gas heat'laundry facilities
•drapes#carpet#party & game room
•swimming pool'sauna
$270-furnished
$250-unfurnished

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnished
$200-un(urnished
Plus electric
Landlord pays gas heat, water & sewage

Next year, Hudkins will be
putting everything that she has
learned both off and on the court
into teaching art and coaching
tennis.
"I've always wanted to be a
teacher and a coach," she said.
"Both things go hand-in-hand. I
want to take everything I've
learned here and pass it on to
my students.
"I want to be the best teacher
and coach I could possibly be."

&
STALES FROM
THE
BROTHERS
.MIMM

K ( *•" I Mil 1

THE
MIAIMI BEAR
April 26 at 7:30 p.m.
April 27 at 2:00 p.m.
JOE E. BROWN THEATRE
Tickets $1.50 at the door

Fret membership to Qwrrywood Health Spa * lease

214 Napoleon Rd
Bowling Green, Ohio
352-1195

THE BEST part of Hudkins'
game is mental. Even if she is
losing, Hudkins has the knack of
coming back.
"Stacey is the epitome of a
fighter on the court," BG coach
June Stack said. "No matter
what, she will stay out on the
court and fight until the end. I'm
really going to miss her next
year."

iff almost summer!

r

^fr
>*

BE A PRE-REG
VOLUNTEER

Baseball team splits with (IT
In Mid-American Conference
action yesterday at the University of Toledo, Bowling Green's
baseball team split a doubleheader with the Rockets, losing
the opener, 7-4, and winning the
night cap, 3-2.
Two two-run home runs by
Rocket Dave Creager and Jerry

Schunk, combined with three
Falcon errors, gave the Falcons
their fifth consecutive MAC loss.
Carl Moraw took the setback,
but only two of the six runs
surrendered were earned. His
record drops to 3-5.
Winning for the Rockets was
Scott Cantrell, whose record
stands at 3-0.

,K^

BG'S CHUCK Stewart won his
third of the year against two
losses yeilding eight nits, while
striking out seven and walking
two. With BG down 2-0 in the
fourth, Mike Hayes clobbered a
two-run homer to knot the game
at two. It was Hayes' fourth of
the season.

GREENBRIAR INC.
224Wooster

352-0717

Eighth Street Apartments
• 2 bedroom
• Furnished & unfurnished
• Air-conditioning
• Tenant pays electric & gas
MAKE US AN OFFER

VOLUNTEERS WHO CARE
Will you be in Bowling Green this summer?
So you need something extra to do?

L

Opportunities Include:
• Greeting Mew Students
• Giving Tours
• Leading Discussions
1 Free Meal for Each Day Worked
Sign up by Wed. June 5 In 405 Student Services

BG News/Phil Masturzo

Stacey Hudkins

University Theatre Presents

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$270-furnished
$265-un(urnished
Plus gas & electric
Landlord pays water & sewage

Hudkins was taught the game
by Laurel Hill Tennis Club pro
Pat Birney, who is well-known
around the area for his coaching
abilities.
"Pat took me under his wing,"
Hudkins said. "People can recognize in ray game that I was
taught fcy him. It's weird that
people can tell that he taught
me. I serve-and-volley because
of him.

In the sixth Larry Arndt
doubled and came home on
Dave O'Kresik's two-out single
to right field to give the Falcons
their fourth MAC win.
Pat Rosenbauer, 3-4, took the
loss for UT.
BG's overall record stands at
13-19-1 and is 4-7-1 in the MAC.
The Falcons host Notre Dame
today at 1 p.m. at Stellar Field.

J
University Village
Qualified tenants only pay

$100 deposit per apartment

Corner of

Mercer & Clough NOW LEASING
•Close to campu
banks and fast food
•Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid
Tenant pays electric only
•Summer rates available

OFFICE HOURS j
Mon.-Fri. 9:00-5:00
Sat. 10:00-12:00 [
352-0164

RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE
BEHIND WENDY'S

CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS
505 Clough Street
Next to Sterlings-Dorseys-EtCetera
Phone 352-9302 (Anytime)

Office hours 10 to 4 (Any other time by appointment

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

2 bedroom apts. furnished
free heat
free air conditioning
free cable
free trash pick up
close to campus and stores
laundry facilities in each building

WE HAVE APARTMENTS AVAILABLE AT A
SPECIAL RATE UNTIL MAY 4!
CHOOSE YOUR APT. NOWWHILE YOU STILL HAVE A CHOICE

Buy One PIZZA
Get One FREE! |
112 Mercer St., Bowling Green, OH 354-6500
54-6500
| valuable coupon

I BUY ONE PIZZA,
GET ONE! FREE!
Two Large Pizzas
with two Items
Oft* vino* with Coupon Only at participating
Little CMMII* Hot Valid with Other Otfara

I

When you make a pizza this
good, one Just Isn't enough.

BUY ONE PIZZA,
I GET
ONE FREE!

9I

NflOMM

Two Medium Pizzas
with Two Items

I Otte< Valid with Coupon Only at participant
Lima Caeaara* Not Valid with Other Otfen.

ExpkM 4130/85

|

Whan you make a pizza this
good, one Just Isn't enough.

Y* I

Itxpwm mi JU/OD
NOWM

valuable coupon |
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Ruggers romp Jets twice
by Roger Mazzurella
sports reporter

The Bowling Green club
rugby team hammered national
military champion Wright Pattenon Air Force Base last weekend, 3rW) and 46M).
The Jets' defense just wasn't
enough to stop the Falcon backfield.
^
Even WPAFB coach U. Col.
Tom Hughes admitted that collegiate rugby is a step or two
above that played in the military.
''Our regional championships
are next weekend and I felt we
needed to try the next level of
competition/' he said. "I guess
it turned out to be three or four
levels up."
BG backs had a busy day as
they combined to score 74 of the
Falcons' 82 points on the day,
impressing Hughes.
Talk about stirring up a hornet's nest, those guys (BG) were
all over us everytime one of my
people touched the ball," he

said.
Support from forwards Dave
Schug, Tom Schloemer Jon
Sweede and Kevin Koch allowed
Falcon backs Scott Huff, Tony
Konczak and Jeff Weemhoff to
chew up huge chunks of real
estate.
IN THE FIRST contest, wing
Dave Wilt opened the scoring
with a try in the first minute of
play. Tries by Weemhoff,
Schloemer and Bill Miller followed. Schleomer's score came
when a Mark Laimbeer penalty
kick hit the crossbar and
bounced into the arms of the
charging forward.
Laimbeer connected on two
conversions for a 20-0 BG halftime lead.
The Falcons' goal line rush
continued unabated in the second half as Weemhoff scored
two more tries and fullback
Terry Busch and eigth man Pat
Wood added one apiece.
"The guys played very well,"
BG coach Bill Cotton said.
"What with the strength of or

schedule, it's been a while since
we've had a blow out like that."
The Jets' fortunes went from
bad to worse in the second game
as BG romped 4M. Rookie center Konczak reeled of two tries
and booted five conversions,
which missed a single-game
scoring record by only two
points.
HUFF AND VIC Conti aided
the Falcon effort with two tries
each while solo scores came
from Carl Vella and Steve Carte.
This weekend, the Falcons,
now 20-2-1 and fourth in the
nation, travel to Northwestern
for the Midwest Universities
Cup tournament. It marks the
fifth straight year that BG has
been invited to compete for the
national championship.
"I'd like to think that this will
be our year to win it," Cotton
said.
BG has never finished lower
than fifth in the competition with
their best effort coming in 1982
when they lost to Michigan in the
final.

1985 MAC Baseball Standlnas
Conference Games
Team

cam

Miami
KSU
WIfU
BSU
EMU
BGSli
Toledo
Ohio

Won Lost Tied

• SO
14 0
• 60
16 0
•
S
4
4
2

S
7
7
»
7

1
0
1
0
0

IZZfl

All Games

BROTHERS. Inc.
Won
19
1*
11
IS
IB
14
15
•
10

Lost
10
11
16
17
IS
23
11
17
19

Tied
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0

«/a»r

r

352-8408
BOWLING GREEN

SMS. MAM

Photo/Roger Mazzarella
Bowling Green's Terry Busch moves in to tackle Wright Pattersons Doc Warr as he gets rid of the ball. BG
beat the Jets twice, 36-0 and 46-0.

Any Small
10 in. Foldover
2 16 oz. Pepsi
$4M reg $5M
Free Delivery

GREENBRIAR INC
224 E. Wooster
352-0717

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER
* Eighth Street Apartments
803-815 Eighth St.

Yesterday
BGSU 4 S Toleooo 7 2
Ohio 14 S Miami 5 IS
WMU 7 S EMU 17

* Ridge Manor Apartments
519 Ridge

* Field Manor Apartments

I Opening

ran

$o«-

542,560 Frazee & 519 Leroy

r« *7

* Frazee Ave. Apartments

Ho* Thro
We've Expanded
to Serve
You letter

818 Thurstin, 624,670,656 Frazee Ave.

* 516 E. Merry Apartments

20% OFF

Summer Rental Rates:

ENTIRE LINE OF
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S ACTIVE WEAR
Shorts, Tops, Running Wear,
Swimsuits, and Windbreakers

Aj

FALCON HOUSE

"Your Running Sho« t Sporriwwr Haadquartan In

140 E. Wooiter

352-3610

Hours: Daily 10-9; Sal. 10-5; Sun 12-5

f VARSITY SQUARE APTS.

Would like to honor all
BGSU Secretaries
during
NATIONAL SECRETARIES WEEK

* Private entrance
1097 Varsity East
353-7715

The listed rates for the apt. are for the entire summer
from June 1, 1985 to August 14, 1985 and they are one
payment for the entire summer + applicable utilities
* Air-conditioned units available

University Bookstore

1 -2-3 Bedrooms
Beat the high cost of utilities. Let us pay your
heat, gas cooking, water and trash pick up.
OFHCE LOCATED

Efficiency : $250/summer
1 bedroom : $375/summer
(1 or 2 person)
2 bedroom : $424/summer
(1-4 person)

* Single story
HOURS:
Laundry facilities
Monday-Friday 9-1,2-5
* Quiet living
Saturday 10-12
* Children & pets welcome
• ASK ABOUT OUK MOVI IN SMCIAl

Phi Psi Phi Psi Phi Psl Phi Psi Phi Psl Phi Psl PhtPsi Phi Psl Phi Psi Phi Psi Phi Psl Phi Psi

£
I
I
£
1
£
I
I
I
I
I
I
1

The Brothers of Phi Kappa Psi
Proudly Announce
Their New Officers
President
Vice President
Corresponding Secretary
Recording Secretary
Treasurer
Messenger
Sergeant at Arms
Historian
Chaplain

o.
Q-

a

I
'sz
a.

Jim Shaffer
Neil Neroni
John Alge
Thorn Kerka
Brian Ravencraft
Jim Medenis
Jeff Krahenbuhl
Doug Post
Matt Morbitt

Phi Psi Phi Psl Phi Psi Phi Psi Phi Pai Phi Psl Phi Psl Phi Psi Phi Psl Phi Psi Phi Psi Phi Psi

Drawing to be held on
Wed. April 24, 1985
at 4 p.m.
First Prize $25 Gift Certificate
Second Prize $10 Gift Certificate
Third Prize s5 Gift Certificate

Name
University Department
Phone Number
All entrants will receive a BGSU Tumbler

University Bookstore
Student Services Building

Classifieds
Aprl 24, I9B5

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
ATTENTION CHLDIFAWLV COMMUNITY
SERVICE MAJORS AND All OTHER
RELATED FIELDS" Human Service. Club s
havsvj ■ meeting to organza for next year Sun
Aprl 28BI 7 00 « tt<a Living Cantor HOEC
BMg ONLY YOU CAN MAKE rf HAPPEN'
8QSU Saang Club maaimg tomte al 9 00 pm
222 Main-Science No experience neceeeary
Welcoming new members'
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TEST PREPARATION
STANLEY KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
5363701 Toledo. OH
SAT • LSAT • ORE
ACT • GMAT • MCAT
•C P A REVIEW
•STATE NURSING BOAROS-SNCLEX'
Sororlbea - Frata - Hake
Have you heard THE SYSTEM?
Contact ua to D J your next bash
Competitive Ratee • Ughi Show
Cal 3548352 Aak lor Dave

GfNA—OEAF FISH.
CONGRATS ON MAKING THE POMERETTE
SOUADI I KNEW YOU COULD "DO IP I
HOPE THEY'RE READY FOR YOU"
I LOVE YA'. YOUR DEAF FISH FRIEND
GLEMBY SALON AT UHLMAN'S
Aprl SpaoW: S30 00 Perm SpacaHXcluoae haircut 352-5615

THE NEW MAONCSS
SPRJNQFEST 'OS
SPRINOFEST 'SS
'SS
'SS

Grand Opening Safe
Falcon Houae
Athletic Shoe Anne«
Free Hals & Posters
140 E Wooster

THE PEER NUTRITION CfJNSUlTtNQ SERVICE IS OPEN TODAY FROM 11: JO AM to 1:00
PM M THE STUDENT WELLNESS CENTER,
ROOM 220 HEALTH CENTER. PXUfH)
ALL WRITERS INTERESTED IN WORKING ON
FRIDAY MAGAZINE NEXT FALL: THERE WILL
BE AN INFORMAL MEETING ON MONDAY
APRIL 28 AT 9 00pm IN THE BG NEWS
OFFICE (IPS UNIVERSITY HALL) a5,
UTERESTED BUT CANNOT ATTEND. CON
TACTGBEO. (354-7433)

Abortion, pregnency teals
sturJenl rales
CENTER FOR CHOICE
downtown Toledo
4192557769

LOST & FOUND
PERSONALS
LOST Mon Apr! 15. 3rd ft Unrv Hal. wire
rimmed glasses II tound please contact Marge
at 354 8852
LOST BOOK entitled "Don't Bleme the Klde" by
Gene Mssroff Irom Toledo/luces County

library 354-816'
Lost While and green contact lens Case an
conlact lens It tound. please cal 354-2659
REWARD

RIDES
ROC NEEDED TO NH—MASS AREA AT END
OF SEMESTER. AND IF POSSIBLE. RIDE
BACK TO BG AROUND JUNE 8 CALL
AUDREY AT 354 2823 THANK YOU

SERVICES OFFERED

SO* on everything
VATAN8 GIFTS 101 N. Main
Attention Al Dee Gees ARE YOU READY*
Beta.caetng
50% oH everything.
LOCKEROOM 101 M. Mam
BETA PW-VER BETA PHI—VER
ALPHA PHIS HAVE BETA PW-VER
BETA PHI-VER BETA PHI—VER
CATCH IT' (WE CAUGHT IT')
• Beta's*
What lun lha Atone Phi's had Friday mght.
Sloppy Joes, dancing, and red light - green
iighi Wa are HOT for Saturday'a race).
Thanks for wanning us up playing freeze tag
Boy- What a cfiaaal! Fun waa had by aM-Let's
do H again sometime - Having thai much fun
together should be a crime! Sea you at Beta
5001
The Alpha Ptvla

• FOUTS TYPING ■
SI'page (da) On-camous pick up (M—F)

CHI OMEGAS
SUPPORT
GREEK UNITY

4.00pm 669-2579
TUCKER TYPING
Professorial equipment lor your needs
Nancy 3520809

Cal

STUDENTS have al your typing needs done
profeseionety Wa type term papers.
dstsertattons thesis, book manuscripts
resumes & any general typing
Also exporlencd m legal 4 medical typing
Bring this ad In tor special discount
PROFESSIONAL SECRETARIAL SERVICES
666-6945 Bowling Green

Letter Craft Resume Service
Basic Resume (letter quality) starting al $7 50
Mutliple lonls available (Laser Pnnt Quality)
Cal 352 2039

Congratulations to the Alpha Gam Voeeybal
Team tor placing first Way to go
love your AGP Serters
CONGRATULATIONS DIANE CONNER ON
YOUR OZ—FUI ENGAGEMENT TO RANDY
ROWE1 WE WISH YOU HAPPINESS ALWAYS1
LOVE- YOUR DELTA ZETA SISTERS
CONGRATULATIONS TAMMY CLAUSON ON
YOUR DZ-SAE lAVAUERMG TO JIM
KRONENBERGER1 WERE SO HAPPY FOR
YOU'
LOVE- YOUR DELTA ZETA SISTERS
Dee Gee Beta Team on your mark • gat set let's win the Beta 500"
FUZ2JE8 - BETA 18 COMWOIII
Gala Levi White Demm St Leg
Reg S28 96 SALE SI4 95 Jacket
tag S39 95SALE $14 95

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Track, MM
5 Mao spot
10 Al the peak
u Wagon pow-t"
15 TMO oil
16 Do stavMOfing
17 Meeting
19 Corn I lower
20 Favorable
opinion
21 Around lour
make a pint
23 Wine quality
26 Wool Prtlia
V Spray can
29 University 0'
Ten as site
33 Cartoonist
Addams
34 Schisms
36 Small change
m Tronflheim
37 Skipper9
record
38 Works on
negatives
40 Slangy
turndown
41 ,00 square
meters
42 All but Alas
and Ma*
43 ODtuscaiion
44 Bullpen action
46 Hide one s
head
49 Yalte
50 Rookies
51 220 yards
55 Fith-eating bird
59 Seed anterior
60 Actress Bisset
63 Cant mo snack
64 Respecting
65 Like
o»
bricks
66 Not exciting
67 Encouraging
words
66 Evergreens
DOWN
1 Eroded
2 Foresters gear
3 Maidstone s
county
4 Entrances
5 Gadgeu

6 1901 Bible
Abbr
7 Little Red
Book author
B Vtngl
9 Lorn
10 AdfUStS
11 Doorman'scall
12 Valhalla host
13 Stew ingredient
t8 Architect
Saarmen
22 Unit ol
magnetism
24 TV actress Erin
25 Term in
arithmetic
27 Now. in Toledo
28 Very ready
30 Pick-me-up
31 DuDlmers
32 Call from the
haircutter
33 Pan oi a
hammer
35 Part»cular
38 Eye Comb
lorm
39 Conceited
person
43 Renege

45 Convivial
47 Speckled and
rainbow
48 Pink wine
51 Waller ot.au
note
52 River to the
Caspian
53 Rich, in
Saniander

54 TV actor
Kaplan
56 Baptism, tor
one
57
were
Paradise
58 Hankerings
61 Business orgs
62 Neighbor of
Ont

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

['■rarinn nnnran nnr
Mill 11411 14 IMliU III
nnnra unnii nriuu
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iii:iMniiii

THE BROTHERS OF DELTA UPSLON WISH
TO THANK DELTA TAU DELTA FOR THE USE
OF THEM SOUND SYSTEM AT BIKE RACE
The Srothers of Sigma Alpha Epellon would
Use to congratulate Jkn Kronanberger and
Tammy Clauaon on their "Skj Alan"- Dee
Zee laveaartng.

Jto Sheffer t NaH Naronl.
What a teaml Our new. President 1 Vice
Preeldant at Phi Kappa Pal. Congratulations
and good luck In youi office. We are proud to
ha»a you ai command. Your Phi Pal BroHvars
Jim "THE BERG"
Whets tMaf Kronanberger ■vstsrsd? What
happened to our contest? I guess I win' MunroH
lakes a commanding lead' Congratulations to
you and Lay Good luck always
Your roommate arid ante Bro, Doug
KD'a.
Can an make ft 2 yeere In a row? Let's win
areeeWeee.ll
Kukack. Meieter Brau: Nlpa and Qrtftm3rd Floor mat won't be the earns without the
senior proaaeHnatoral (But you've taught ma
wall) You guys are the beat! Good luck In at
that you do I sure wfl mate you guys'
JEN
KREISCHER QUAD
THE TOGA TUNNEL PARTY IS COMfNG
ARE YOU READY7
UOUIOATION SALE
40% off everything in store
Nature's Mama
134 E Court
LonOean.
CoryetuaWons on your KD-Pi Kapp pinning lo
Matt at U T We al wish you the vary bast1
APT . Your Kappe Delta Satleta
Nancy T
Congratutattona on being the 1966 Theta Chi
"Sear Van Ouaan"
PI KAPS AMD SAE'S
OET PSYCHED 'CAUSE IT'S GREEK WEEK
AND WE'VE GOT THE WINNING COMBINA
TKJNI LET'S SHOW EM OUR SPfRfTI
LOVE YA- THE PEE TO%

To Mr. I don't do ...
You ftnatty got ft In »• huh bud?
Congratulations Scott on your Phi Pal-Alpha
CM leyee'artng to Ann Hottmsn We can't
■all fa as* what you don't do nextl
Your PN PM brothers
P.S. SS...1SI
To me BG Nawaera:
Ira been fun the east 3 yeara - from
newsroom wraetang and pktytng word games
on the VOT's to reaming Bob s reams and
■hooting tor baskets II miss U—Hal and the
zany News statl Good luck in Waal He!
love. Debbie
50% Oft everything
LOCKEROOM 109 N. Main
WATCH OUT BETA'S
THE Ofg BB HAVE SPtRITI
WOMEN OF 4th HIGHS CHAPMAN 83-'84
REUNION Happy Hra 8pm-10 Tnurs April 25
al my place You bring the munchiea - I'l auppfy
the beer' Cal 354-8372 (Me) or (Ksttryl tor
dk-scttons. Hope to see you here,
Your old RA ■ JUUE
Guaranteed Weight Loss
10-29 Da fiat month
Natural, Sale, Effective Cal 893 2323
II ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS!1
DONT FORGET YOUR PARENTS ON MAY
11: PARENT APPRECIATION PLAGUES ARE
HERE' FOR MORE INFO CALL 364-1972
Tune up Spaces SI 4 95 MMey 15th Free hat
S water bottle fust mention ma Ad St PurcaTs
131 W Wooaler (Downtown) 352-6264
SPECIAL Ucra Shorts SI 3 00. Tri shorts In
stock. PurcsS's 131 W. Wooster (Downtown)

3526284
SUMMER STORAOE SERVICE
FOR YOUR ROOM FURNtSHmOS
•t»te»»0 PICKUP AND FALL DELIVERY'
CALL NOW 3S2-3I38
FOR INFO OR RATES AND
SCHEDULING

SO* on everything
VATANS GIFTS IBS M. Mala
Reluming OMEGA member1 who thinks they
can match the unsurpassed leadership of
Sloan. Mark. Jour, or Arm Hal Wa cheeenge
you yee you1 Elections tonight' Be thorp)
SAM IS HAPPY HOURS- 4 TO asm
as YOU ARE 21, WE WILL BE HAPPY
TO SERVE YOUI
StOEPBETA,
THE GOAL IS SET - IS
STRENGTH IS VITAL
DETERMINATION IS THE KEY
VIRTUE t DILIGENCE A GUIDE
BELIEF THE ANSWER
MOTIVATE TOWARD YOUR GOALS

SUE ENZIO
Happy 22nd btrthday. sorry I'm s day late Can
you beeeve thai in a matter of weeks we are
gong to be out of here? Ill miss doing sexy
aerobics and going to DO with you Just
remember, when you get nd of the plague you
better let me know'
Love. Ingrtd
The Alpha Xi's would eke to say Congratulations
Fuuy Bikers on a fob wei done m the DU Bfke
Race: Beth. Teenie. Sara. Sue and Carolyn and
thanks to Rodd and Jeff tot al your help'1!
THE BROTHERS OF DELTA UPSHON WISH
TO THANK EVERYONE WHO PARTICIPATED
IN THE 36th ANNUAL BIKE RACE

WANTED
1 Female rmte needed for '85-86 school year.
University Vage Cat 2-3669 If nteretlsd
1 Bedroom apt. for rant that eummer Fum , al
ueloe* paid On Manvtee Price negotiable Cal
364-6583
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
House on comer ol Wooeter a Enterprise for
the summer 354-8470

Roommats needed Fat-Spring. 8566 Cat Pat
after 10 00pm 354-8021
WANTED 2 Mate roommataa for 85 86
school year
Wlnthrop North Apia.
S130 00/montn Uttmea Included Cat
354-7749. aak tot Jan
2 NS F Roommates needed for 85186 Apt on
N Summit t E. Marry $125 mo Cat Andree
354-7433 or Dawn 354-7515
F Rmte own bath a bed Pool, laundry, cable.
utsties tree |E« phone a elect) face, stsrt May
15 Cat Juf or Jodie 363-0866
Two mats roommataa needed tor Summer
and/or Fat Houae on NW side of town Rent
S1007mo ptua share of utilities Cal anytime
352-9322
Rmte needed for 2 bdrm apt Ou*t studious
IsmoU Cat Cathy 352-7010
1 NS ROOMMATE needed for 85-86 Apt
across Off Towers SI 20/month- unities
included Cat 352-2357

mil:i nn-iMi:ii.inii:ii.[.ii:i
III IN HM[1||]I4 II4I1IIU
utmiRHirnmiftiti

Want more
than a
desk job?
Looking tor an exciting and challenging career? Where
each day is different? Many Air
Force people have
such a career as
pilots
and
navigators. Maybe you
can join them. Find
out if you qualify.
See an Air Force
recruiter today.

ClHCollKt
TSGT WINEBRENNER
(419)3544133

\MM*t>

LoeM ftmi has openings In N'a Hra and
safety depart. Guaranteed starting salary
$8.00 HR
No aipertence necessary Call tor
mtervtew between 9Akt-5PM Monday
Mini Friday. lasHW
GOVERNMENT JOBS $ 15.000 SSO.OOO/yr
possible Al occupations Cat 1-806-867eOOO tat. R-9849 to laid out how
•HOMEMAKERS*
Be Moral Wteh to train sharp farnanvakar to
Interview, hire, and eupervtee toy a gift demonstrators, part ttme Juty thru December
Exceesnt in-home Income. Background of
teaching, business or party plan helpful No
inveatrnant. Free training Cat Penney 7348172. Also fating demonstrotors lor your area
PoMkDn open tor femal WSI at gtta summer
camp. Black River Ranch Croewel. Mich
(3131679-2605
COMPUTER OPERATOR
No experience necessary
Cat ua today M (419) 471 -1440
Job Exchange - Smat lea
MANAQEMENTIMARKETING
Entry level or experienced
Hstngnowi Cat (4ig) 471-1440
JOB EXCHANGE - Smat fee
DISC JOCKEY
Wl tram'Cat (41 S| 471-1440
JOB EXCHANGE - Smal lee
"NEW ENGLAND BROTHER/SISTER
CAMPS"(Maaa I Mah-Kae-Nac tor Boys/
Danbes tor Gate Counselor Positions for
Program Specswsts Al Land Sports plus.
Arta/Theatre/Dence. Gymnaslics. Rocketry.
Ropes Course. Al Waterfront Acrftvtles Inckldhg Swimming. Diving. Smat Craft, ptua
overnight camping. Computers. Videotaping
and more Inquire Camps MahKeeNec
Danbee. 190 Unden Avenue. Gfen Rkfge. NJ
07028, Phone (201) 429 8522
Clevsland Ante 0MC Pl.nl hss Co-op
Position tor Slimmer In Metallurgy. Sophrnore
or Junior In Chemistry. Pays $70 par day. Call
coop office 372-2451 or top by 222 Admin.
Sultdtno,
House boy wanted for sorority lor 85-86
school year Cat 2 1509.

WANTED I need an apartment lor Fan 85 only
THE COACH CM 354 8381 or 354-3110 ask lot Tom
t I. mwttsi tor summer term. 354-8300
SPRtNGFEST 'IS IS COMING
Roommate needed for Spring/Summer
SPRtNGFEST '15 IS COMING
Apt Comer of S Cotege a Napoleon.
SPRtNGFEST 'SS IS COMING
9pa»NOFEST IS IS COMING
near drive-thru Raaaonabie. Cal Don
or Damon 354 8141
Student Rec Center in need of Lite Guards
(needs currant advanced life saving certificate)
and Instructor tor Leam-to Swim program
Appecations avsaable at the SRC main office

WE OFFER:
'Opportunity to earn 1200-400 par weak
'Bees salary, commission, expenses
•Exceptional training with pay
•Opportunity to travel
PoeeleeWly W wotTi i notne town territory
YOU WOULD NEED: A desire tor the sales
aipertence. dapendeble ear, be able to work
hid time, have a dssks tat need to earn al
least $2,000 this summer.
CALL (419) U2-3712 or write PERSIA
CRAFTS
»1$1 Monroe St, Taksdo, OH 43123

Female roommata for summer
Approx
S140/momii Cal 352-1910 lor detaHe

HELP WANTED
Excetenl earning potential lor ambitious
people Immediate opening m Bowing Onsen
area. Summer opportunraes avsaable throughout MrJweat Write Kaye Slovene. Preeldant.
Slovene Entarprtaaa. Box 36441: Canton. OH
44735
Honest, energetic, set-motivated Individuals
16 a over needed lor chseenging. last paced
job' Apply In parson after 8 pm Tuee thru Sat
M Buttons Night Cub Rt 25 Perrysburg
PI lane counter parson In tea cream shop
Apply xi parson Mon -Frl. 4- 11pm 246 N Meti
Attention Students
National Heatth a Nutrition Firm seeking 10
part-time people to sat products
Earn
S30O 00 to $500 00 pat month Fu> time
opportunity evatahlw For information cat 893
2323
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
ATTENTION BUSINESS, MARKETING, SALES
STUDENTS
HOW WILL YOU INVEST THIS SUMMER?
Wa are an eilsbUahsd, Toledo baaed distributing company with exciting ssles position I
available starting May 13th through August
Slat

with special
guest

Free lob search training a job placement
services For more Into cal Lesley 354-3541
WSOS Community Action Comimselon He a)
now taking appscstions tor the summer Youth
Employment Program which at funded through
the Toledo Private Industry Counct
Thai program ia open to Wood County youth
who qualify Ages 14-21 The Employment
Program wfl begin June 16. 1985 Those who
quatfy wfl be able to work at a maximum of
40hnVweek and be pakf S3 35 per hr For
further Iriformetton. please cat WSOS office at

S'aS' L-SHAPEO BAR. STURDY. W/WALNUT
FINISH, FOOTMST, a PADOEO FRONT
PANEL. INCL- 4 ADJUSTABLE BAR
STOOLS W/BACKS A FOOTRESTS. ASKING
9*00. EX. CONDI CALL DAVE AFTER tPM.

m-asMT
2 BCD SUSPENDED LOFT
$100 00
1 year old
Cat 372-6163

FOR RENT
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$120
par person per month-unfum -4 person apt
$134
par person par month-turn.-4 parson apt.
Next to Sam B'a Reel (acroas from Hershmsn)
FREE IOCKJOUT KEY SERVICE 24 Ivs /day
FREE HEAT a CABLE TV
Convenient to SRC. Library a Music Btdg
Next to lestaurants. book store laundry mat,
bank a carry-out Cal Tom al 352 1800 eve
t wkonda or 352-4673 Mon Fn X AM
SUMMER APARTMENTS - 2 BEDROOMS
Acroaa from Hsrshman Dorm
Cat Tom M 352-1800 eve a wkende
or 362-4873 Moo Fn In AM
Summer Leases Now Available
Flexible leasing, pod, AC . I bedroom. $180
par month. 2 bedroom. S2l0per month Cat
354-3633, 12-6
Spadoua. turn 1 bdrm apt. Aval tor summer.
$270/mo Great lot 2 After 6 354-8864
HOUSE tor eummer. 4th and S Cotege
Microwave, dtehwaaher. washer a dryer, a air
cond Fits Sve comfortably S210/porson Cat
354-7933 lor into
Two badfoom apt tor outset over summer
Pays at but electric $350 a month or
negotiable Located on 5th and High. Cat in
svsrllnge 364-7797
Semester leases avsaable tor efficiency apta
(Fat) S265/mo. includes TV t Cable Al uU .
luty turn 354 3182 11-4

Apertmsnts, Houses. Duplexes
Cat 3642260 or 362-6563
John Newtove Reel Estate
319 E Wooster

3 bdrm. fum. houae. 1 bet. campus $676 par
mo ptua utl Ph 353-3855
a Apta lor 1985 88 echod year
Smtth-Bogga Rentals 3529457 btwn 124pm or 362-8917 alter 6 00pm
White houae acroaa from Offenhauer, 2 bdrm
apt. for 3 or 4. Avaasbte Summer a Fat. yrs
kteaa S376/mo. ptua uttfbaa. deposit Osyttme
352-7505-axt 49 After 5 30. 352-3406
DELUXE 2 bedroom apt
Ctoae to campus
Cat 352-7454
1 bedroom apt
5 blocks from campua* 12 mo leese
Cat 352-7454

Cal 352 7454

354-3541

CartyRentata
Summer Rentals al Special Rates
Houses - Rooms - Apartments
Aperimanta starting at $180
a month - 2 1/2 or 3 month lain

Summer babyalttar, Schfktren.my home 2 1/2
days week Starting 6/1/85 354-1033
ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS:
Youngatown a Akron-Canton area Fut-tlme
summer employment. Earn S2 000 3.500 •
ptua Cash scholarships up to $1,000
Guaranteed Income Have Iota of lun' Musi be
nteagent. smbrhous. snd axe gktal Think n'a
•npossaHe? Cat Mr Sakafy « 3523780 after
9 pm.

2 Bedroom apt for 2 or 3
students • near campua 2 semeeter individual ktssee
Need Female end Mela students to M nouses
and apertmsnts Phone 352-7365
SUasMER ARTS.
2 bedroom, furnished.
Air cond , Laundry lacllltlss
Csbls TV * wslsr
Psfd by owner
$475.00 TOTAL
352-7182

FOR SALE
GOVERNMENT HOMES FROM $1
(U Repair) Also delinquent tax properly Cat 1 •
806-667-6000 Ext GH 9849 lor mlormation
Suspended, folding toft University approved.
Excellent condition Must sail. $90,
nagoMable. Call 2-tHt
•63 Dodge Omni 4-door hatchback, aitckahttt.
excel, gaa mssage. stereo, mint cond .
S390O Cat 372-2441, 9-4pm
For Sale 1976 Chev MalBu Classic
4-Dr 68,000 mi Great shape' Cat 354-8352
anytime
FOR SALE 1973 OLDS OMEGA. 2 DOOR. 8
CYL AUTOMATIC. P/5. P/B NtCE INTERIOR
AND BODY 52.000 MILES NEEDS ENGINE
$150- NEGOTIABLE 354 6268
llama lor Sale ID Smith-Corona Coronamstic
2500 Correction
System Typewriter Complete with rugged,
locked case, new cartridge, excstenl condition Sta under warrantyl Paid S350 wll lake
$200 or beet offer MUST SELL'
(2) Quid Madera A-30M Scad Maple guitar A
classic' Appraised value $385 imcludee $40
case) Wl aacrtlice for $276 or beat offer Cat
354-7566 aak tor Cindy or send name, phone
number and offer to OCMB «1027

Apartment for rant Very dose to campus snd
town Furnished and utsties paid Cat 352-

6192
3 bdrm houae on Lehman Ave
downtown Cat 362-5822

THURSTM APARTMENTS
AIR CONDfTlfJNfNG, FULLY CARPETED. CABLEVISION. EFFICIENCY. LAUNDRY FACILITIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER 5 FALL
461 THURSTW AVE 352-5435
fUJMMEfVFALL RENTALS:
Madera. furnished. AC apta. Excellent
location, ressonsbie rent. 1-BR (summer
only) and 2 BR (summer and/or next year)
Call 352-4ttt
1 or 2 persons needed lor Summer. 2 bedroom
quiet apt with AC only 1 /2 block from campua
Cat Jan at 352-4794 ot Chris st 354-7327
2 bedroom apta
12-4Tuee-8el

67 Mustang. 289.8 cyl. 73 000 oncjnal
mass $2500 Htm. VQC, 353-4834, John
Wedding draaa a vat: Gorgeous Ivory gown
w/cathedral trax a chape, length vast Stta 12.
Orlglnaty $700. saking $276. Cat 363-3821

Needed to asttc t mo. old NletHkl 12 speed
Data, la In Excilllnt oondtllon. Call Ron at
352-70$$ far aaata Mat.
FOR SALE Woman's long down coal, asking
$60. and two spring formate, asking $30 each
Cat 352 4436

svaaable

Dab 352 4380.

ROCKLEDOE MANOR
Largo 2 bdrm., fum apt
dehvnatfier, extra storage
Comer ol S Cotege a Sixth
Cat 352-3841 12-4 or 354-2260
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

For Sate pulout couch- $45 00 and Lazy-Boy
chair- $36 00 364-7144

FUZZ BUSTERS FOR SALE: MICRO EYE
SUPREME BVW REAR VIEW MIRROR USED
FOR • MOB. (REG. 1349.00) SELLING FOR
$200. CALL SAM OR FAM AT 312-431! or
SHMH4S

Ctoae to

VEL-MANOR APTS ACROSS
FROM CAMPUS
1 Renting lor summer 1024 E Wooaler 2. 2
bdrm. apta.. AC . $85/mo
2 920 E Wooefer Deluxe 2 bdrm apt lor
FM 8 girts lovely Apt' 352-2658
Two bedroom apartments tor summer 362-

2663
FOR RENT Apt duptex for 3 people Lower
duplex lot 4 people Phone 352 0839
Apt . summer retee, lal. phons 3520428

Thursday, May 2
8:00 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
$7.00
Students - $5.00 w/BGSU ID
Tickets on sale Thursday, April 25 in the Grand
Ballroom, beginning at 10:00 a.m. Tickets will be on
sale weekdays at the Union ticket office 9:30-5:00.
Only two tickets per ID.

